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Case Study

Rule Technology: Tarif & Logistics
Optimization for the ‘Last Mile’
The US postal market has its own set of rules: USPS continues to hold a monopoly on
all mail delivered to private mailboxes – the ‘last mile’ being of-limits to third-party
providers. Holding one's own in the competitive market requires creative and innovative solutions. A decisive advantage for DHL is provided by the Visual Rules Suite.
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DHL has modeled and automated the discount regulations with the aid of Visual Rules. The discount rates
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Robert Werner,
Head of Functional Architecture, DHL Global Mail

Rule-based “Manifesting”: Qualifying Mail Items
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Continually Optimizing Margins
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Competitive Advantages with Visual Rules for
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Deutsche Post
The USPS discount system is subject to regular modi-

With the aid of the Visual Rules Suite, DHL has managed

ications. All changes previously needed to be entered

to implement tarif and logistics optimization in an in-

and tested through costly reprogramming and imple-

novative manner all the way to the ‘last mile’. DHL ben-

mented within the scope of release cycles for the entire

eits greatly from the quick and easy implementation of

system. Today, this is done in an agile manner (i.e. not

changes in USPS price structures, in customer and lo-

tied to any rigid software release cycles) by a small num-

gistics infrastructures as well as by making the fullest

ber of staf using the Visual Rules Suite. Not only that:

possible use of the greatest discounts to continually op-

Changes in DHL's own customer base and thus in DHL's
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logistics infrastructure can also be quickly and directly
implemented in Visual Rules, without the need of involving software programmers. If, for example, DHL wins a
new wholesale customer, daily mail volumes could soar,
thus even making it necessary to open a new mail center.
USPS's discount regulations are now implemented
transparently in DHL's software platform in the form of
clearly deined and readable modules for everyday use.
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